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Abstract

Microbial quality in water distribution systems is strongly affected by the development of microbial biofilms.

Production and release of microbial cells by the biofilm affect microbial levels in the water column and in some cases

this fact constitutes a public health concern. In this study, we attempt to analyze in which way the existence of different

episodes of chlorine depletion affects both biofilm formation and microbial load of an artificial laboratory system. The

work was carried out using two parallel packed bed reactors both supplied with running tap water. One of the reactors

was used as a control and was permanently exposed to the action of chlorine. In the other reactor, chlorine was

neutralized at selected times during the experiment and for periods of variable length. During the experiment the

concentration of total and viable cells from the effluent was monitored at the exit of each of the reactors. The data

obtained were used to estimate microbial production from the biofilms. As an average, release of microbial cells to the

water phase increased tenfold in the absence of chlorine.

The results also indicate that disinfectant efficiency against the biofilm was not recovered when chlorine returned to

normal levels after each event of chlorine neutralization. Cell viability in the water phase in the presence of chlorine was

low at the beginning of the experiment but increased 4 orders of magnitude after five neutralization periods. Therefore,

subsequent episodes of chlorine depletion may accelerate the development of microbial communities with reduced

susceptibility to disinfection in real drinking water systems.

r 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Water distribution networks are characterized by low

nutrient levels and, in many cases, depending on the

quality of the water source, by the permanent presence

of disinfectants. Surfaces in these systems are colonized

by microbial biofilms that, in some cases, may constitute
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a public health concern. Water temperature, the

concentrations of chlorine and organic matter and

hydraulic conditions are some of the most important

factors for the growth and occurrence of viable microbes

in drinking water and biofilm (Characklis, 1988;

Reasoner et al., 1989; LeChevallier et al., 1991, 1996a;

Servais et al., 1993; Block, 1992; Block et al., 1993; van

der Kooij et al., 1995). Considering the surface to

volume ratio in distribution systems, biofilms represent a

much more significant reservoir of microorganisms than

the water phase, with more than 95% of the entire
d.
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biomass located at the inner surface of the pipe wall,

(Flemming et al., 2002). Bacterial growth within biofilms

has a great impact on microbial levels in the water

phase. The attachment of bacteria to surfaces provides

increased resistance to disinfectants (LeChevallier et al.,

1988). In fact, bacteria growing attached to surfaces

often display a distinct phenotype that provides

resistance to biocides (Srinivasan et al., 1995; Cochran

et al., 2000; Morató et al., 2003). The presence of

microbial biofilms can also be related to taste and odor

problems, corrosion of pipe materials and appearance of

frank and opportunistic pathogens (Block, 1992; Cost-

erton et al., 1987).

The most common countermeasure against unwanted

biofilm formation is the use of biocides. Drinking water

is routinely disinfected with either chlorine or mono-

chloramine to inactivate bacteria. A different approach

to biofilm control has been the reduction of the levels of

biodegradable organic carbon (Block, 1992). Although

this approach could help to prevent undesirable growth

because it can act as a limiting factor for some genera

(LeChevallier et al., 1991; Volk and LeChevallier, 1999),

there is a general agreement on the fact that bacterial

regrowth in drinking water systems will not be stopped

by the limitation of the nutrient levels alone (Flemming,

2002; LeChevallier et al., 1996b; Prévost et al., 1998).

Nevertheless, a reduced level of organic matter decreases

chlorine demand and increases disinfectant stability,

allowing the optimization of chlorine dosage and

minimizing its disappearance during distribution. Con-

sequently, it improves the ability of chlorine to act

against free or attached microorganisms.

The US EPA Total Coliform Rule defines main-

tenance of a disinfectant residual as the best available

technology in order to control the detrimental formation

of microbial biofilms, while the American Water Works

Association recommends a minimum residual goal of

0.5mg l�1 for free chlorine (USEPA, 1989). Chlorina-

tion at the usual levels results in low levels of bacteria in

suspension, but this kind of treatment is not enough to

prevent growth and development of microbial biofilms

on the inner surfaces of the water distribution system

(LeChevallier et al., 1996a). Although biocides are

widely used to control the formation of microbial

biofilms, their efficiency on these structures is always

much lower than the efficiency observed in assays

carried out on cells in suspension (Brown and Gilbert,

1993; Costerton et al., 1987). Different authors reported

that a continuous chlorine residual as high as 0.8 gm�3

applied to finished drinking water was not sufficient to

prevent biofilm accumulation in the distribution system

(Nagy and Olson, 1985). Even when a 1–2mg l�1

chlorine residual reduced bacterial levels in biofilms

from water distribution system by 2 log units, the

bacteria were still present at 104 colony forming units

(CFU) cm�2. These investigators found no correlation
between free chlorine residuals (0.15–0.94mg l�1 chlor-

ine) and the densities of heterotrophic plate count

(HPC) bacteria in the distribution system biofilms (Nagy

et al., 1982). In fact, different water treatment plants

have periodically experienced the persistence of faecal

coliform bacteria in the presence of apparently adequate

levels of disinfectant in the effluent (Scully et al., 1999).

On the other hand, selective pressures of water treat-

ment can produce microorganisms with resistance

mechanisms favoring survival in an otherwise restrictive

environment (LeChevallier et al., 1988; Mir et al., 1997).

Bacteria from the chlorinated systems were more

resistant than those from the unchlorinated systems,

suggesting that there may be selection for more

disinfectant-tolerant microorganisms in chlorinated

waters. Moreover, variations in the quality of the water

supply due to major storms over the watershed, drought

conditions, springtime snowmelt, algal blooms, and

others (Geldreich, 1996), can have as a consequence

abrupt changes in the chlorine demand, which may

result in short periods of ineffective disinfection. Thus,

normal mechanisms of chlorination might be insufficient

to prevent attachment of surviving viable cells and

subsequent biofilm accumulation.

In this study, we attempt to analyze the effect of

different episodes of chlorine depletion on the dynamics

of biofilm formation on an artificial laboratory system.

The work was carried out using two parallel packed bed

reactors both supplied with running tap water. One of

the reactors (R1) was used as a control and was

permanently exposed to the action of chlorine. Chlorine

in the other reactor (R2) was neutralized at selected

times during the experiment and for periods of variable

length. During the experiment the concentration of total

and viable cells from the effluent was monitored at the

exit of each of the reactors. Comparison of the values

obtained with the concentration of microorganisms

originally present in the incoming water allows to

estimate the production of cells by the biofilm in each

reactor. This procedure does not provide data on the

actual numbers of attached bacteria but it constitutes an

indirect estimate of both the abundance and the activity

of these biofilms. Nevertheless, biofilm sampling from

R2 was performed at the end of the experiment in order

to estimate the biofilm specific growth rate.
2. Material and methods

The work was carried out using two parallel reactors

packed with glass beads operating in plug flow mode.

The structural and operational characteristics of the

reactors are shown in Table 1. Both reactors, entirely

made from glass, were supplied with running tap water

from the main distribution system, which was fed to

each reactor at a rate of 6 l h�1 (Fig. 1). Precise flow
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control was achieved using a needle valve (Cole-Parmer,

Inc.). Chlorine concentration (free chlorine) at the

reactor inlet (see Fig. 2) ranged between 0.33 and

1.53mg l�1, with an average number of 0.78mg l�1

(n ¼ 159; std. err. ¼ 0.018). Measurements carried out

periodically at the reactor outlet (R1 and R2) gave

virtually the same results, indicating that chlorine

consumption within the reactor was virtually zero.

One of the reactors (R1) was used as a control and

was permanently exposed to the action of chlorine

present in tap water. Chlorine in the second reactor (R2)

was neutralized by the addition of a continuous dose of

sodium thiosulfate (0.13%) to the input stream.

Neutralization was performed at selected times during

the experiment (days 9, 380, 483, 518, 572 and 605) and

for periods of variable length (70, 95, 22, 27, 18 and 32
Fig. 1. Experimental system: a, medium tank; b, peristaltic pump; c,

packed bead reactor; R2, experimental packed bead reactor.

Table 1

Structural and operational characteristics of the reactor

Length of reactor 65 cm

Diameter of reactor 2.9 cm

Cross-sectional area (Acs) 6.6 cm2

Column surface 592.2 cm2

Volume of reactor (V) 435 cm3

Glass beads (no) 4043

Diameter of glass beads 0.5 cm

Total surface beads 3175 cm2

Total wetted surface 3767 cm2

Void volume (Vv) 170 cm3

Feed flow water (F) 6 l h�1

Porosity (Vv/V) 0.391

Residence time (Vv/F) 1.7min

Superficial velocity of fluid (F/Acs) 15.15 cm min�1
days). The overall duration of the experiment was 637

days and during this time, the concentration of total and

viable cells was monitored at the exit of each of the

reactors. Comparison of the values obtained with the

concentration of microorganisms originally present in

the incoming water allows to estimate the production of

cells by the biofilm present in each of the reactors. This

procedure does not provide data on the actual numbers

of attached bacteria but it constitutes an indirect

estimate of the degree of development of the biofilm.

Biofilms with high biomass and/or high activity are

likely to release larger number of cells than biofilms with

low biomass and/or low activity.

Using the concentrations of total suspended cells or

HPC at the outlet and inlet water (Xi and Xi�1, cellsml
�1

or CFUml�1), the production of cells detached from the

biofilm was calculated using the method described by

van der Wende et al. (1989). Such a model assumes that

both the endogenous decay rate and planktonic growth

are negligible, and expresses the production (cells

cm�2 h�1 or CFUcm�2 h�1) as shown below:

P ¼
DðX i � X i�1ÞV

A
,

where D is the dilution rate (h�1); V is the void volume

of the reactor (liters) and A is the total wetted surface

(cm2). From the production data obtained the average

specific growth rate of the biofilm cells m (h�1) can be

calculated:

m ¼
P

X b
,

where Xb is the biofilm cell density (cells cm�2).
regulation valve; d, inlet tap water; R1, control (unperturbed)
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Fig. 2. Chlorine levels and temperature of inlet water.
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2.1. Sampling

Samples from the system were taken regularly both at

the entrance (INLET) and the outlet of each reactor

(OUTLET R1 and OUTLET R2). Water samples were

collected in 1 l sterile Pyrex bottles with sodium

thiosulfate (1ml of 5% solution). At the end of the

experiment triplicate biofilm samples from R2 were also

obtained in order to measure total and viable counts

from attached cells. The flow was stopped and reactors

were dismantled. The glass beads were removed from the

reactor, flushed with 2000ml of sterile saline solution

(NaCl 0.9%) and 25 randomly selected beads with an

equivalent surface of 19.63 cm2, were randomly trans-

ferred to plastic vials containing 15ml of sterile saline

solution. Biofilm material was released by sonication in

a water bath (3min, 40W). After sonication, samples

were shaken for 30 s by vortexing. Samples of water and

detached biomass (biofilm suspensions) were diluted in

sterile saline solution.

2.2. Monitored parameters

The inlet and outlet water from each reactor was

sampled at regular intervals to determine the concentra-

tion of suspended microorganisms and the levels of

chlorine. Chlorine (total and free) was measured by the

DPD method, according to Standard Methods (Eaton et

al., 1995). The temperature of the inlet water was also

measured with a mercury thermometer (Brand) with a

precision of 70.5 1C. Viable counts for both, water

samples and processed biofilm, were carried out by

membrane filtration through 0.22mm pore size mem-

brane filters (Millipore) or by the spread plate method,

using R2A agar (Difco Laboratories, Inc., Detroit, MI).

Plates were incubated 7 days at 22 1C. Total counts were
performed by epifluorescence microscopy with 40,6-

diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (Porter and Feig,

1980). Total and viable counts were performed in

duplicate. At the end of the experiment, triplicate

biofilm samples were also removed in order to measure

total and viable counts.

2.3. Statistical analysis

A normality test was performed (Kolmogorof–Smirn-

off with Lilliefors and Shapiro–Wilk correction) in order

to select parametric or non-parametric statistical tests.

The significance of the difference between means was

calculated by the Mann–Whitney U-test or by the

Student t-test (giving a p value and 95% confidence

intervals for the difference in mean rank). Statistical

tests were conducted using SPSS statistical software

(version 9.0, SPSS, Chicago).
3. Results

Tap water was chlorinated during the entire period

(Fig. 2). Free chlorine remained between 0.5 and 1mg

l�1 during most of the experiment, with two maximum

values of 1.5mg l�1 at 105 and 550 days, and a minimum

value of 0.3mg l�1 after 470 days. Temperature (Fig. 2)

showed a typical seasonal pattern with a maximum

value of 28 1C at 316 days (summer) and a minimum of

11 1C at day 470 (winter). As it can be observed in Fig. 2,

the two peaks of chlorine coincide with periods of low

temperature of inlet water.

The values of heterotrophic plate counts at the outlet

of the reactors are shown in Fig. 3. The results obtained

from the control reactor (R1) were similar (p40.05) to

the results obtained for inlet water (Fig. 3a). Total cell
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numbers changed little for the entire period (380 days),

remaining within the range of 104–105 cellsml�1. HPC

decreased for the first 105 days reaching a minimum

value at the time when chlorine levels were higher (Fig

2). From then on, HPC values followed a slight but

continuous increase until the end of the experiment

(from 10�1 to 101CFUml�1).

In reactor 2 (R2), both the HPC and the total counts

were severely modulated by the chlorination regime. The

reactor was subject to several episodes of chlorine

depletion. The duration and frequency of these episodes

is shown in Fig. 3c, where they appear as shaded areas

with black bars at the top.

During the first depletion period (days 9–78), total cell

counts increased approximately 1.5 log units, stabilizing

at a value slightly above 105 cellsml–1. HPC showed a

similar initial increase of 2 log units, from 103 to

105CFUml–1, followed by a decrease back to

103CFUml–1. These values were, in both parameters,

significantly different from R1 values (po0:001). When

chlorine levels were restored (days 79–379), microbial

counts were similar to those from the inlet water and the

R1 glass column (p40.05). HPC decreased by 2 log

units, with values ranging between 10�2 and

101CFUml–1, and the total cell counts decreased by

1 log, remaining stable between 104 and 105 cellsml–1.

During the second period of chlorine depletion (days

380–474) total cell counts increased 1 log, with values

ranging between 105 and 106CFUml–1, and HPC

increased 3–4 log units, with values ranging between

104 and 105 cellsml–1. In the subsequent episodes of

chlorine depletion (episodes 4–6), microbial counts

followed a similar trend, with total counts of

105–106 cellsml�1 and viable counts of

104–105CFUml�1.

The results of these series of alternating conditions

(represented in Fig. 3c) showed two remarkable

patterns. First, the difference between HPC and total

cell counts (4–5 log units, when chlorine was present),

decreased significantly to 1–2 log units when chlorine

was neutralized. Second, the reduction in HPC numbers

as a consequence of chlorination was less important

after each consecutive depletion event. The minimum

levels of HPC found during the chlorination periods
Table 2

Efficiency of disinfection by chlorine, measured by percentage of viab

Period (days) Total cell number (cellsml�1)

Period 1 (79–379) 5.58� 104

Period 2 (475–482) 5.50� 104

Period 3 (505–517) 1.15� 105

Period 4 (545–571) 4.50� 104

Period 5 (590–604) 4.85� 104

aCulturable suspended cells.
were low (10�2 CFUml–1) after the first neutralization

period, and increased after each event of chlorine

neutralization: 101CFUml–1 for the second depletion

period (days 475–482), 1.04� 102CFUml–1 for the third

(days 505–517), 2.50� 102CFUml–1 for the fourth (days

545–571), and 4.79� 102CFUml–1 for the fifth (days

590–604).

As an indicator of the efficiency of disinfection by

chlorine the percentage of viability was used, calculated

from the minimum number of HPC and the arithmetic

mean of the total cell number (Table 2). Interestingly, in

the presence of chlorine we found that the reduction in

HPC numbers as a consequence of chlorination was less

important after each consecutive depletion event. Cell

viability in the water phase in the presence of chlorine

was low at the beginning of the experiment

(1.79� 10�5%, period 1), but increased 4 orders of

magnitude after five neutralization periods

(9.9� 10�1%, period 5) (Table 2).

Using the concentrations of total suspended cells and

HPC at the outlet and inlet water (Xi and Xi�1) the

production of cells detached from the biofilm was

calculated as describe above. The results for each

reactor (R1 and R2), calculated from both HPC and

total cell numbers are shown in Table 3. In reactor 1,

bacterial production was always very low

(103–104 cells cm�2 h�1 and 10�2–10�1 CFUcm�2 h�1).

In reactor 2, where different episodes of chlorine

neutralization were performed, results were sig-

nificantly different. During the periods of chlorine

neutralization, reactor 2 gave consistently similar

values of microbial production (3.4� 105 cells cm�2 h�1,

6.6� 104CFUcm�2 h�1), higher than the values found

during the periods in which chlorine was present

(1.6� 104 cells cm�2 h�1, 1.2� 103CFUcm�2 h�1). On

the other hand, production slightly increased for the

last episodes of chlorine neutralization, when deter-

mined by HPC (Table 3).

The specific growth rate of the biofilm cells was

calculated from the production data and biofilm cell

density, as described in material and methods, assuming

that the biofilm was in steady state and that all the

microbial growth was released into the water phase.

Since biofilm biomass was only analyzed at the end of
ility determined from culturable suspended cells

Minimum number of HPC (CFUml�1) % Viabilitya

1.00� 10�2 1.79� 10�5

1.37� 101 2.50� 10�3

1.04� 102 9.00� 10�2

2.50� 102 5.60� 10�1

4.79� 102 9.90� 10�1
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Table 3

Production of HPC (CFUcm�2 h�1) and total cell number (cells cm�2 h�1) for water from reactor 1 and reactor 2

Period time (days) Production (CFUcm�2 h�1) Production (cells cm�2 h�1) Chlorine

R1 R2 R1 R2

0–8 7.10� 10�1 9.28� 101 5.46� 103 2.50� 104 +

13–23 8.75� 10
1

1.36� 10
4

4.71� 10
4

3.45� 10
5

�

27–51 1.62� 10
1

4.47� 10
4

2.62� 10
4

2.93� 10
5

�

55–78 7.71� 100 3.20� 103 3.91� 104 3.18� 105 �

84–106 1.19� 10�2 4.38� 100 5.40� 104 2.53� 104 +

112–145 1.26� 101 2.91� 100 2.68� 104 2.12� 104 +

146–236 5.45� 100 9.68� 10�1 1.96� 104 1.27� 104 +

237–278 7.11� 10�1 1.67� 100 3.37� 103 6.98� 103 +

279–379 7.10� 100 2.40� 100 2.04� 104 2.55� 104 +

380–474 6.18� 10
0

5.03� 10
4

2.56� 10
4

3.30� 10
5

�

475–482 8.25� 103 1.48� 104 +

483–504 3.44� 104 4.36� 105 �

505–517 1.39� 103 1.19� 104 +

518–544 1.33� 10
5

3.58� 10
5

�

545–571 8.25� 102 8.17� 103 +

572–589 5.62� 104 8.32� 104 �

590–604 1.50� 103 9.25� 103 +

605–637 1.93� 105 5.29� 105 �

Bold indicates when chlorine was neutralized.
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the experiment, the specific growth rate has been

calculated only for the last period of chlorine neutraliza-

tion. At the end of our experiment, the attached biomass

on glass beads from reactor 2 (R2) was

6.2� 106 cells cm�2 and 5� 105CFU cm�2. The value

obtained for specific growth rate corresponds to a

duplication time of 1.09 days.

When examining the data from Fig. 3c, it is apparent

that after chlorine is removed from column 2, a certain

time is needed for the system to recover the high levels of

microbial output, usually associated with the absence of

disinfectant. We interpret this as the time required for

the system to regenerate the biofilm and to restart the

bacterial production and release to the water phase. This

period of adaptation was relatively long during the first

depletion event, but became progressively shorter (26,

12, 9, 7, 9 and 4 days) in subsequent depletion periods,

reaching a minimum of 4 days at the end of the

experiment. These observations indicate an increase in

the ability of the biofilm to recover after being exposed

to chlorine.
4. Discussion

4.1. Contribution of biofilm to planktonic microbial load

The presence of biofilm has been reported in water

distribution systems subject to chlorination. Nagy et al.

(1982) reported that a 1–2mg l�1 chlorine residual was
necessary to reduce bacterial biofilms by 2 log units, but

the biofilm was still present with a viable count of

103CFU/cm. It is now quite clear that the presence

of chlorine does not completely preclude the develop-

ment of biofilms. However, by inactivating or injuring

the bacteria in suspension, it gives the analyst the

impression of having the system under control. On the

other hand, suspended biomass abundance is propor-

tional to the abundance of fixed biomass and it is

strongly depressed by free residual chlorine (Servais

et al., 1992, 1995).

According to our results, changes in microbial levels

in the water phase depending on the presence of chlorine

were significantly higher when expressed as HPC counts

(4 log difference, with or without neutralization of

chlorine), than when expressed as total cell counts

(maximum difference of 1 log). This means that when

biofilms develop as a consequence of insufficient

chlorination, heterotrophic plate counts will provide a

much more sensitive indicator, due to its large range of

variation, than total cell counts.

Although the enumerations based on culture methods,

such as the heterotrophic plate counts, to monitor active

bacterial biomass is at best a gross underestimation of

the number of bacteria present (Staley and Konopka,

1985; Byrd et al., 1991; Lavoie, 1991; Rompré, 1993),

they could be used as a general indicator that

demonstrates the efficiency of a process, in our case,

the disinfection in water distribution systems (Ashbolt

et al., 2001).
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Biofilm growth and detachment accounted for most, if

not all, the planktonic cells present in the bulk water. It

is well known that bacterial growth in the water phase is

practically negligible in drinking water systems, and only

attached cells are capable to proliferate (LeChevallier et

al., 1987, 1988; van der Wende et al., 1989). Therefore,

the increase in numbers of bacteria in a public water

supply network derives from the multiplication of the

bacteria attached to the walls of the water pipes, and

from their continuous erosion or detachment.

Microbial counts at the inlet and at the outlet of

Reactor R1 (continuous chlorination) were very similar,

and microbial production was very low with values

never surpassing 101CFUcm�2 h�1 or 104 cells cm�2 h�1

(Table 3). Values of microbial production obtained

for reactor R2 (discontinuous chlorination) were sig-

nificantly similar to R1, when chlorine was pre-

sent during the first part of the experiment, between

100 and 101CFUcm�2 h�1 and between 103 and 104 cells

cm�2 h�1. However, when chlorine was neutralized,

microbial production increased from 102 to more than

104CFUcm�2 h�1 and from 104 to 105 cells cm�2 h�1

(Table 3). This increase in production is a consequence

of the establishment of a biofilm during the first period

of chlorine depletion and has as a consequence a large

increase in both viable (100–104CFUml�1) and total cell

counts (from 104 to 105 cellsml�1) in the water phase.

Although some publications express production as the

increase of biomass which occurs during the stay in the

reactor (Appenzeller et al., 2001; Fass et al., 2003), we

prefer to express bacterial production per surface unit,

as cells cm�2 h�1. This approach allows to compare

water systems with different characteristics (loop pilot

plants, real water distribution systems, packed bed

reactor plants, etc.). The production obtained in the

presence of chlorine (7.6� 103 cells cm�2 h�1) using data

provided in the literature (Fass et al., 2003), is somewhat

lower than the value found in our experiments

(104 cells cm�2 h�1), but their system operated at resi-

dence times much higher (24 h) than the residence times

used in our experiment (1.7min). On the other hand, the

bacterial counts at the outlet of both reactors are well in

the range of the numbers previously reported in the

literature. In general, a harmless flora is always

conveyed in delivered water in amounts that range

between 102 and 105 cellsml�1 (total counts) or between

100 and 103CFUml�1 (viable counts) (Dollard et al.,

1985; Keevil et al., 1995).

At the end of our experiment, the attached biomass on

glass beads from reactor 2 (R2) was 6.2� 106 cells cm�2

and 5� 105CFUcm�2. Although fixed-film bacterial

population densities can range from 10 to 108CFUcm�2

in water distribution systems (LeChevallier et al., 1987),

a pseudo-steady state is usually reached for biofilms in

potable water where the numbers of recoverable viable

bacteria vary between 105 and 107CFUcm�2 (Keevil et
al., 1995; LeChevallier et al., 1987). Therefore, the

number of attached bacteria found in the present study

is similar to the values previously reported.

As stated before, attached bacteria could contribute

significantly to microbial load in suspension. The time

needed to establish a fully developed biofilm was

reported to be approximately 2–3 weeks in laboratory

experiments with biofilm reactors (Codony et al., 2002;

Hamilton and Characklis, 1989), or with experiments in

the field (Rogers, 1993; Rogers et al., 1994). In our

experimental setup—using sterile surfaces—hetero-

trophic plate counts in the water phase increased 4

orders of magnitude (100–101 to 104–105CFUml�1)

during a period of 1 month. Obviously, the surfaces

from drinking water systems are not sterile and cannot

be defined as clean materials. Thus, the previous

existence of biofilms can significantly reduce the time

necessary to produce an increase of microbial levels in

the water column, as a consequence of surface coloniza-

tion.

Assuming a standard velocity of 1m s�1 and a

microbial production of 1.3� 107 cells cm�2 day�1, the

increase in microbial load per cubic centimeter and day

of a hypothetical water distribution system, can be

determined as a function of pipe diameter, for a

standard length of 1000m. Each kilometer of a water

distribution system built with 2.54 cm (10 0) section pipes

will contribute to microbial load with a production of

1.3� 105 cells cm�3 day�1, whereas the same system with

10.16 cm (400) section pipes will contribute to the

microbial load in suspension with a lower production

of 6.0� 104 cells cm�3 day�1. Therefore, a 1 log decrease

in pipe diameter will produce a 1 log increase in the

biofilm contribution to microbial load in suspension.

Various researchers have determined different values

for specific growth rate of bacteria in biofilms, depend-

ing on the experimental conditions. Growth rates lower

than 1 day (between 0.04 and 0.3 h�1) were determined

for environmental coliform bacteria in laboratory

experiments, under conditions typical of drinking water

(Camper et al., 1991). Doubling time of drinking

water—chlorinated—biofilms were between 1 and 12

days, in laboratory experiments with a model biofilm

reactor (Ellis et al., 2000). In our case, the specific

growth rate determined for biofilms attached to glass

beads when chlorine is neutralized corresponds to a

doubling time of 1.09 days. These value also agree with

the doubling times of 1 and 17 days obtained in field

experiments carried out using pilot plants or pipeloops

(Maul et al., 1991). Doubling times of this magnitude

are characteristics of situations in which the system

receives a high flux of biodegradable organic matter

(Block, 1992; Block et al., 1993). On average, the

apparent doubling time of attached cells in drinking

water distributions systems is somewhat longer (more

than 20 days) (Block et al., 1993).
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4.2. Effect of repeated chlorine depletion

Chlorine disinfection plays a substantial role in

determining the composition of suspended microbial

populations. The population variations between biofilm

and suspended populations may be due to the selective

pressures of water treatment on suspended bacteria

posed by disinfection (LeChevallier et al., 1988; Mir et

al., 1997). The presence of undesirable microorganisms

in water, such as various opportunistic pathogens,

despite disinfection is related to the interplay of several

resistance mechanisms (Donlan and Pipes, 1988; Rogers

et al., 1994; Szewzyk et al., 1994; Fass et al., 1996). In

some cases several of these mechanisms were multi-

plicative, thus increasing the microbial resistance to

disinfectants (Russell, 1999; Morató et al., 2003).

Our data obtained for the first few weeks of the

experiment suggest than in real drinking water systems,

periods of chlorine depletion must be 3–4 weeks in order to

allow the development of a well-grown biofilm. Never-

theless, after each event of chlorine depletion, we have

found that the reduction of the HPC due to chlorination is

lower than in the previous event, although total cell counts

maintain similar values during these periods.

On the other hand, the increase in the rate of

culturable versus total cells (percentage of viability)

through each consecutive event of disinfection (Table 2)

clearly suggests that bacterial levels, expressed as HPC

were less affected by rechlorination after consecutive

events of chlorine depletion. In a similar study (data not

published yet), comparing distribution systems with or

without chlorine, the percentage of viability, expressed

as production of culturable cells was less than 0.001%

for chlorinated systems, but around 0.1% when chlorine

was absent. Our results of bacterial viability are in

accordance to the values previously reported. Although

most of the bacteria present in oligotrophic aquatic

systems are metabolically active (Fry, 1990; Karner and

Fuhrman, 1997), only less than 1% can be cultured

(Staley and Konopka, 1985).

Although it is well known that the limited effect of

standard chlorine levels in biofilm eradication and the

presence of biofilms in all drinking water systems is an

unquestionable fact, our data have clearly shown the

capacity of chlorine to control biofilm development and

microbial levels in the water column all together.

However, our study has also showed that disinfection

has a partial effect, and therefore, several episodes of

deficient disinfection could prompt the increase of

biofilm resistance to disinfection. Clearly, consecutive

episodes of absence or depletion of chlorine can affect

the microbial production of biofilms present in the water

distribution system. In this sense, short periods of

chlorine depletion could have an effect on biofilm

production as we stated before, but it seems clear that

this effect could be more significant when the addition of
repeated episodes is produced. The reduction in time

necessary to acquire the highest value could be affected

by the boost in microbial production that increases their

contribution to microbial load in suspension with time.

The public health significance of many of the bacteria

isolated from the water column or biofilm is unknown.

Although these bacteria adapted to grow at low nutrient

levels and at low temperatures probably have little

public health significance (Flemming, 2002), the pre-

sence of some opportunistic pathogens resistant to

disinfection could represent a potential treat increasing

the public health risk. For example, in hospital drinking

water systems the presence of environmental mycobac-

teria, legionellaceae and other opportunistic pathogens

constitutes a serious risk.

Therefore, the concern is for practical means to keep

biofilms in check. Although nowadays in some European

countries there is a tendency to reduce or eliminate the

use of chlorine and this fact has no dramatic impact on

public health, other facts have to be considered.

Uncontrolled bacterial growth at a local level may be a

serious health concern in spite of the absence of the

common bacterial indicators, such as fecal coliforms.

Nevertheless, a routine increase of chlorination is not the

correct approach. Prior to boosting the chlorination,

other factors have to be considered, like pipe corrosion or

toxics production—such as trihalomethanes. Thus, a

highly recommended premise has to be to adjust the

disinfection according to the use of water. Such an

integrated anti-fouling strategy will not aim to kill all

organisms in a system but to keep them below a threshold

of interference (Flemming, 2002).

Under normal operational conditions water suppliers

are able to maintain a minimum disinfectant level

throughout the system. In most cases, the execution of

routine inspections in key points of the system are

sufficient to respond in a short time when an episode of

insufficient disinfectant level is detected. Nevertheless,

private and domestic networks due to higher residence

time, lower flow, etc, could be frequently exposed to

episodes of deficient disinfection. Water accumulation in

reservoirs, pipelines with low use, hot water re-circula-

tion used in some big buildings (such as hospitals and

hotels), are illustrating examples that may cause

deficient disinfection. For this reason, although water

suppliers can successfully control water quality through-

out the main public network, the same could not be true

for private and domestic pipes, and bacterial regrowth

may appear significantly in these end-points despite the

water suppliers’ efforts.
5. Conclusions

This study shows that release of microbial cells to the

water phase increased tenfold in the absence of chlorine.
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Changes in microbial levels in the water phase depend-

ing on the presence of chlorine were significantly higher

when expressed as HPC counts than when expressed as

total cell counts. Therefore, when biofilms develop as a

consequence of insufficient chlorination, heterotrophic

plate counts will provide a much more sensitive

indicator than total cell counts.

Results indicated the capacity of chlorine to control

biofilm development and microbial levels in the water

column all together. However, our study has also shown

that disinfection has a partial effect and, therefore,

several episodes of deficient disinfection could prompt

the increase of biofilm resistance to disinfection. In fact,

after each event of chlorine neutralization, the reduction

of the HPC due to chlorination was lower than in the

previous event. On the other hand, results showed that

the cell viability in the water phase in the presence of

chlorine was low at the beginning of the experiment, but

increased 4 orders of magnitude after five neutralization

periods. Therefore, subsequent episodes of chlorine

depletion may accelerate the development of microbial

communities with reduced susceptibility to disinfection

in real drinking water systems.
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